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FOREWORD



It was learning that attracted me to the writing profession. When I finished school, I just could not decide what to study in college. I wanted to specialise in a wide gamut of fields ranging from sociology to computer science. Ultimately, I studied Computer Applications, Business Administration and Writing.



I decided to become a writer because of the exciting prospect of constant learning. Every writing assignment is a learning experience. Even if I cannot become an expert on every subject that I write about, I can at least gain enough knowledge to satiate my curiosity.



A magazine feature article or a user manual, any piece of writing can only be as good as the writer’s knowledge about the subject. Not unnaturally, learning or research is the main pre-writing activity according to me.



In addition to learning about products, domains and subjects, writers also have to learn about writing itself, and about latest technologies, team work, quality assurance, other management aspects, and so on.



When one develops a genuine interest in learning, and knows the right techniques and tools, then the task is no longer a burden but a pleasure. This is a compilation of essays on learning as a pre-writing activity.



My only request to every reader is that you share with me any suggestions for improving the book or the methods suggested in the essays, as I am an advocate of constant learning and improvement. Wish you a very happy learning experience!



Janani Gopalakrishnan Chennai, India May 2006 http://gjanani.googlepages.com
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LEARNING IN A WRITER’S LIFE



Wikipedia defines learning as “the process of acquiring knowledge, skills, attitudes, or values, through study, experience, or teaching, that causes a change of behaviour that is persistent, measurable and specified, or allows an individual to formulate a new mental construct or revise a prior mental construct (conceptual knowledge such as attitudes or values.)” For more details, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning.



Keeping this in mind, I tried to estimate the numerous situations on the job, in which writers have to learn – about writing techniques and tools, about the subject or technology that they are writing about, fundamental concepts (and sometimes a whole subject) relating to the particular assignment, about latest trends in writing as well as recent technological developments in general. To cut a long story short, the number of such situations I could think of was so overwhelming that it made me conclude that a person actually bargains for continuous education by taking up writing as a profession.



Take technical writers for instance. Most job advertisements read, “Should be able to absorb information quickly, have the ability to structure information logically, have good communication skills to gather information, be able to research and analyse technical information, be accurate and have an eye for detail.” Simply put, what the recruiters mean is that the person should be able to learn effectively.



In effect, a reasonable amount of writers’ time is spent in learning. This naturally leads them to look for ways and means to optimize the time expended in learning, which in turn results in the search for effective learning methodologies. Effective learning would not only help reduce the turnaround time but also improve the quality of work, because writing is a form of teaching and you can obviously teach better, if you really know what you are teaching.



At one point of time I was writing an article on ‘Health Benefits of Tea’, another one on ‘Strategic Sourcing’, and yet another on the ‘Wollemi Pine or the Living Fossil’, all at the same time - three totally unrelated subjects, which I had to learn and research. But being a person who totally enjoys learning, I was not flustered, nor did I lose interest in
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any of these writing assignments. I wonder if I would enjoy learning as much as I do but for my knowledge of learning methods and tools.



Many years ago, when I was back in school, we were introduced to learning tools and lateral thinking through a workshop called ‘EREHWON’ conducted by a team of specialists in the field. Obviously the first question we asked was “What is EREHWON?” Reverse the word. It reads NOWHERE. The pessimist reads this as NO WHERE, while the optimist would read it as NOW HERE. That is what EREHWON was all about. Over a one-week period, the team went about training us in lateral thinking and effective learning.



That workshop was one of the best things that happened to me. The techniques they taught may not have been exhaustive but it sure did spark the interest, which led me to keep on learning about learning, and thinking about lateral thinking. Through this book I would like to share what I learnt, with you all. Again, the concepts I hope to share with you may not be exhaustive and complete, but I hope at the very minimum to at least trigger your interest in learning. I think you will find it helpful, not only in your work as writers, but also in perspective of life in general.
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LEARNING STYLES



Most learning methods and tools are universal – they can help a school student, a person learning on the job, as well as a retired person learning to play Sudoku! Yet, in the final analysis, environmental and individual factors would decide which techniques suit you best.



Some people learn simply by reading, others seek audio-visual aids. While simple notes may do for some, others may prefer to use concept maps and other graphical representations. Identifying how you learn best will help you to select tools accordingly.



Therefore, the first step towards learning better is identification of your learning style. There are certain psychometric tests and questionnaires, which will help you in this task.



Here are the links to some such tests…



http://lookingahead.heinle.com/filing/l-styles.htm#1984 http://www.ncsu.edu/felder-public/ILSpage.html http://www.vark-learn.com/english/index.asp http://www.brevard.edu/fyc/resources/Learningstylesinstruments.htm#Top http://college.hmco.com/collegesurvival/wong/essential_study/5e/students/weblinks/01. html
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THE FOUNDATIONS - READING AND INTERACTION SKILLS



I remember one complicated theory I learnt when doing a course on Marketing Management in college: “Learning is produced through the interplay of drives, stimuli, cues, responses and reinforcement.” I have never been able to really learn anything by rote, but surprisingly I still remember this particular sentence verbatim, probably because I have always felt an attraction towards this learning theory. It is amazingly universal in nature, and seems to apply to almost any kind of learning, conscious or unconscious, behavioural or intellectual, on the job or outside. While I chewed over this sentence in the context of learning on the job as a writer, it got translated into a series of events.



First we identify the need to learn something, about writing, writing tools,



“If a man will begin with



or subjects we are writing about,



certainties, he shall end in doubts,



products we are documenting,



but if he will be content to begin



processes, anything. Then we go in



with doubts, he shall end in



search of sources of knowledge (in



certainties.”



many cases the knowledge is offered to us in a golden platter, in the form of



-Francis Bacon, English



seminars and workshops). We then put



philosopher, essayist, statesman,



our skills to play and absorb the



In his book The Advancement of



required information from these



Learning



sources. Then we record, analyse, organise, summarise, and review this information. Finally we put it to use.



Suppose you have been assigned to write the user manual for a CAD tool. You will have to do a lot of learning, about basic design concepts, about the particular software, and so on. Where do you go for information? Interviews with subject matter experts, group discussions, demonstrations, seminars and workshops, books, brochures and other literature, the World Wide Web – these are probably the most common sources where you will seek the information you want.
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Take a second look at the list of sources and you can immediately surmise that to collect the maximum information from these, you will need to develop certain skills, most importantly reading, and interaction (conversation, listening, and observation) skills. As the information passes from the source to your brain, you will then start using various learning tools to record, organise, analyse, summarise and review this information, gradually converting it into knowledge.



It is evident that the traditional adage, “Change begins with the person in the mirror,” applies here too. Learning also begins with the person in the mirror. You will be empowered to effectively use the various learning tools, such as note making and mapping, only after you put your aptitude and skills to play to start absorbing the information from the sources.



Therefore, first things first, let us take a fleeting glance at how to develop these basic skills, namely reading, observation, listening and conversation.



Effective Reading



Of course, we are going to talk about non-fiction here!



From experience, I can tell you that it really helps to plan before you read. Before picking up a book or brochure, make a quick note of how much time you have, and what information you are looking for. Most often we do not have the time to read through the full book. Although we would like to, deadlines do not give room for that. So, feel free to move around a book without always trying to read from cover to cover.



Make a preliminary list of questions that you would like answered, you can add more as you read on. Seek the answer to the first question, then move on to the next one, and hop from topic to topic as questions and doubts arise. Just remember to keep a close track of whether your primary questions are getting answered.



Most authors stick to some kind of structure or organisation when they write. Some authors introduce the concept and then elaborate, others begin with an illustration and then present the concept, and many follow the diamond structure (light introduction,
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heavy content, and light conclusion). Attempting to understand the structure of the book will simplify the task of identifying relevant information. Maybe you can sometimes skip introductions, conclusions and illustrations, moving straight to the core concept.



If you own the book, you can even highlight key points as you read; this will help you to review the concepts later. After every section, take a break and reflect on what you have read to make sure you are on the right track. You can review and modify your reading style too.



This is quite similar to the traditional SQ3R method of reading, which is recommended in schools – Survey (to understand how the text is organised), Question (to easily identify and follow relevant information), Read (keeping your questions in mind), Recite (works very well at the school level but obviously this is not for a work environment, people may find it funny if you keep talking to yourself), and Review (to reinforce what you have read, and to make sure your questions are getting answered).



I normally follow this skimming technique while reading for any specific assignment, but if I find a book especially interesting, I pick it up again after I have met the deadline, and read through it at leisure, from cover to cover!



Effective Interaction (Listening, Conversation, Observation)



Every interaction is a lesson in itself, and we learn something consciously or unconsciously from each of these. In interactions such as discussions, interviews, lectures, seminars and workshops, there is a conscious exchange of information and thoughts. Such interactions can be made fruitful and effective by developing three vital abilities: listening, conversation and observation.



Before jumping into any interaction, spend a few seconds to collect your thoughts, suspend all other unrelated worries, and remove any mental blocks. Eliminate all prejudices, and most importantly, don’t assume any topic or person to be boring. In the words of the famous writer G. K. Chesterton, “There is no such thing on Earth as an uninteresting subject; the only thing that can exist is an uninterested person.”
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In any interaction, make the others feel comfortable. This has been said often and more times, but I will say it just once more – “Listen more than you talk”. And, show that you are listening by acknowledging verbally, or through gestures.



Focus on what is being said, rather than how. Don’t focus on the speaker’s dress or accent or language errors; instead focus only on the message being conveyed, and observe any related cues such as voice intonation, repetition of important phrases etc.



Experts also suggest that while listening, we should concentrate on the idea being conveyed, rather than the facts. Speakers and interviewees will usually oblige if you request them, at the end of the presentation, to repeat or reconfirm some of the major facts, figures and statistics stated. On the other hand, if you keep concentrating only on recording the facts, all through the interaction, it may distract you, reducing your understanding of the main idea; remember that numbers are worthless when out of context.



Involve your mind in the listening process. It is a well known fact that the mind works faster than the mouth. When the speaker stops to write something or to collect his thoughts, we should keep our mind also occupied with related thoughts, instead of letting it roam. Try to recollect what the speaker has said so far, evaluate the information, relate it to what you already know, and make a mental note of any doubts that you would like to clarify later.



Try to balance any conversation. There is nothing wrong with asking doubts (only relevant ones) and presenting our views on the subject, but there is an appropriate time for everything. Constantly interrupting the speaker to put our views across is not going to take us anywhere. When it is your turn to ask questions or present your views, organise your thoughts, grab the listeners’ attention, and speak with clarity and conviction.



In sum, we can confidently conclude that the key to a good interaction lies in having an open mind, and a genuine interest in learning from others.
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What Next?



In order to learn effectively, you need to open your eyes, ears, and mind, because learning is affected by what we absorb from the environment. It is quite like a form of meditation, you know. Whenever faced with the need to learn, I repeat the following instructions to myself, and then dive full-length into the task.



My useful eyes, please open wide. My perpetually working mouth, please rest, and let the ears work more than you. Nevertheless, do jump to life when there are relevant questions to be asked. My beautiful mind, I behold thee as a clean slate to write upon. Remain interested in the subject till the end of the learning exercise, preferably even after that. Get! Set! Go! Concentrate!



Once you are confident about the above yogic steps, you are ready to make the most out of any learning resource. You can roll up your sleeves, and start employing various learning tools to record, organise, analyse, summarise, and review the information gathered.



We will look at two important learning tools (note making and concept mapping) in the subsequent chapters.
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MAKING EFFECTIVE NOTES



There are several ‘pen and paper’ learning tools. But the most common and time-tested among these, one that will come to your aid in most learning situations is note taking or note making, as it is now called.



When I was in school, there were two things which I would never lend to anybody – my pen and my notes. My pen, because I was afraid it wouldn’t come back. My notes, because I was so sure nobody would understand them. However, my note making skills improved phenomenally during high school, and my notes grew to be quite in demand as well!



Making Really Helpful Notes



Whether you perceive note making as an art or science, there is no denying that it is a skill that requires learning, effort, and practice. Once mastered, it is a magic tool that can incredibly increase the efficiency with which you learn. Dexterity in taking notes will help you make the most out of various learning situations, such lectures, seminars, workshops, interviews, demonstrations, discussions, reading books, brochures and other literature, browsing the WWW, and so on.



Why Make Notes?



It would be wise to make notes, because it…



•



Creates a written record for future reference,



•



Helps retain information better, and



•



Serves as a tool to organise and analyse information, thoughts, and ideas.



Before Making Notes



Before making notes, try to do the following, as it helps increase the efficiency and effectiveness of your notes.
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Identify the purpose. Ask yourself questions, which you seek to answer. In short, be sure of what you are trying to learn.



•



Recognise and be aware of the environment.



•



Based on the purpose and environment, choose a note making method (covered in the next section) that you are comfortable with.



•



Draw any tables or columns, as may be required by the note making method chosen by you (refer next section).



•



Record any background material that you already have.



•



Title the notes with general details like name, date, location, project name, subject, and source of information.



•



If possible, make a list of symbols and abbreviations that you will be using. This is especially important, if you anticipate that somebody else will have to read through your notes at a later date.



•



Keep reusability in mind. Leave ample space while taking notes so that you can include additional information or comments later. It helps to use a loose-leaf notebook, in case you want to reorganise the notes later.



•



Before beginning, resolve to rephrase. Read, hear, or observe the source. Rewrite the information gathered in your own words. Copying notes verbatim from the source defeats the purpose of the whole exercise.



BONUS TIP: We tend to accumulate a lot of used paper, that is more often than not, printed only on one side - correspondences we receive, drafts of project reports, circulars which we have read, advertisements which we never read, etc. I never throw any of this away. I collect all these sheets of paper, take them to a binder, get them punched, file them, and write on the blank side. This serves the same purpose as a loose-leaf notebook for taking notes. I can remove and reorganise the sheets as and when I want to. Most importantly, it gives a sense of satisfaction that I am doing what little I can for the environment. Paper saved means trees saved! You can also try doing this.



Note Making Methods



Each of us has a customised method for taking notes. Some of us draw margins in order to number points (margins also serve as buffer space for graffiti, if you are in the habit
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of doodling while you think), some of us use a profusion of abbreviations and symbols, and some prefer to write in detail, while a note of the main ideas may suffice for others. Basically, over the years, all of us would have developed an informal ‘my way’ of taking notes.



However, how many of you know that there are certain world renowned, time-tested, and widely accepted ways of taking notes? Honestly, I didn’t know till my first year in college, when I attended a course on Communication Skills. Here, I would like to share my knowledge about some of these methods with you.



The Cornell Method of Note Making



I am a person who likes to listen when I listen and read when I read. Taking notes, during either of these activities, has always been an undesirable and distracting activity for me. Therefore, I spare only a small percentage of my attention to taking notes, but the perfectionist in me demands impeccable notes on the desk before I start writing an article! How is it possible to transform rushed and shoddy notes, into beautiful ones, without rewriting them? If you are like me, put your trust in the Cornell Method. In my opinion, it is the be-all and end-all of note making.



This method involves dividing your page into three portions – margin, notes, and summary sections. First, draw a margin as wide as 1/4th of your page size. Mark off some space at the end of your page for the summary. The rest of the space is the main section, for taking notes.



Take down the notes in whatever way you want, in the main section, leaving a few blank lines after every idea or concept is over. After you are done with taking notes, review the information again. Use the blank space between portions of the notes to record extra information or comments. The margin can now be used to organise the information by adding labels, numbers, keywords, and cues. These help systematize, analyse, and reinforce the information at hand. Finally, sum up the contents of each page in the summary section, for easy reference and recall.
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In lectures and seminars, you may not know how the speaker has organised the speech, or what’s going to come next. The Cornell method is especially helpful in such situations, as you can note down the information as and when, and in whatever form it comes, and then reorganise and review it later.



Example of Cornell Method of Note Making:



Date: 12/11/2005



Subject: Learning



Source: TechCraft



LEARNING CAN BE VERY ENJOYABLE



How is learning



•



produced?



What is the general



Learning – interplay of drives, stimuli, cues, responses and reinforcement



•



Translate to work environment:



process of learning



o need to learn,



on the job?



o identify sources of info, o absorbing info through skills,



Skills for absorbing info: • Reading, • Interaction (listening, conversation, observation). Refer notes on next page for details.



o record, analyse, organise, summarise, review info, o put info to use



SUMMARY: Introduces elements that produce learning and identifies the process of learning in the workplace.



Outlining Method



This method involves using a marker (bullets or numbers) to indent points in a hierarchy, starting from the top left corner. That is, the main topic will come on the top left corner, below that a little to the right will be the first sub-topic, with sub sub-topics
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below it to the right, and so on. You move left to go up one level, and right to move down one level.



Example of Outlining Method of Note Making:



 Learning on the job o Sources of Info 



Interviews







GD







Demos







Seminars







Workshops







Books







Brochures







WWW



o Basic Skills for max collection of info 



Reading







Interaction •



Listening



•



Conversation



•



Observation



Mapping Method



This is a graphic representation, a tree-like structure than enables relation of ideas. It requires tremendous comprehension and concentration to take notes using this method, but it provides an excellent understanding, and enables easy reference in the future.



Example of Mapping Method of Note Making:
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Charting



In this method, information is tabulated. It can be used when a certain pattern or categorisation is expected in the information you are going to note down. You can plan, and prepare the headings under which you will be recording information earlier on, so you can easily note down the relevant information (as and when it is delivered to you) under the appropriate heads.



Example of a chart skeleton to be filled up as information is collected:



S No.



Period



Chozha King’s



Boundary of



Name



Kingdom



Wars Raged



Areas Conquered



1 2 3 4



REAP Method



This method allows you to Relate, Extend, Actualise, and Profit from the information that you note down. Here, you take down notes on the right hand side page of a notebook, in any note making method you like. The left hand side page will be divided into two columns.
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The first column is titled as Triggers, and is a space to jot down any cues, pictures or words that will facilitate easy recall of the concepts noted down. In the second column, known as the REAP column, you can write down any known information or incidents in your life that can be related to the noted information, any objects or things that extend the concept to the outside world, phrases that actualise the information or explain how the concept might work in the real world, and finally, how you can profit from the knowledge.



The REAP method is very useful for remembering information. In school, I used to remember Newton’s Law, “Every action has an equal and opposite reaction,” by associating it with the Tamil adage, “Jaadikketha Moodi” (Every jar has a suitable lid.) I still remember drawing a nice pickle jar in the margin!



Example of REAP Note Making:



12/11/2005



NOTES



REAP



TRIGGERS



Fast reading



Page 1



Tips for effective reading



exercises  Under tight deadlines, don’t read Newspaper Newspaper



reading



from cover to cover – skim.  Plan to read  Recognise structure of text



Notice board



Reading circulars



 Frame questions



on the notice



 Read only relevant text



board



 Try to answer questions  Feel free to move around the



Try the technique while researching on CAD today



book
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Sentence Method



This method is amongst the least used, and is kind of ineffective too. You just have to keep noting down everything in sentences, one in each line. Numbering can introduce an element of organisation into your notes. It is generally a time-consuming method, difficult to review, organise, and edit. However, it can be used when information is heavy in content, and you want to record it in detail, or if you are recording somebody’s views verbatim to be quoted later, like during an interview.



After Taking Notes



After your have finished taking down notes using any of the above methods, spend a little time to…



•



Review and reorganise notes if needed,



•



Underline and highlight important points,



•



Add any additional information or comments,



•



Summarise the information, by grabbing the essence of the matter,



•



Think over the subject, and



•



Verify if your purpose has been solved.



•



Finally, review the note making method used? Did it work for you? Else, try using another method, or tweaking the same method to suit your needs.



That covers some of the main concepts about note-making. Ultimately, how you take notes depends on convenience and ease. You could try out these methods and use the one you are most comfortable with, or employ a combination of these, or even develop a completely new scheme suiting your temperament. Note making, no doubt, is one of the most versatile of learning tools.
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BUILDING CONCEPT MAPS



When a teacher explains cubes, cuboids, and spheres for the first time, the students find it very difficult to understand the concept of 3D figures. This is because they keep reverting to existing knowledge of 2D squares, rectangles, and circles. However, as soon as the teacher shows them models of 3D figures, they grasp the concept immediately. This is just a simple



“Learning is not so much an additive process, with new learning simply piling up on top of existing knowledge, as it is an active, dynamic process in which the connections are constantly changing and the structure reformatted.”



example that shows the power of visual



-



K. Patricia Cross



learning. You don’t necessarily need complex models to understand, simple diagrams and graphs on paper will do the job!



Visuals help you to grasp, learn, think and understand new information, easily converting it into knowledge. They help you to relate and identify patterns in the information, such as dependencies, relationships, and even missing links. There are several graphical ways of representing ideas and information on paper, but according to me, the most powerful among these is Concept Mapping.



Concept Maps



My notebooks are filled with several octopus-like drawings. Friends who look in, are often puzzled, because those diagrams are neither flowcharts nor data flow diagrams! Within moments, I find myself satiating their curiosity by explaining about concept maps to them. And that’s exactly what we are going to discuss today. Do forgive me if I am not using the proper scientific words, because I am more concerned with getting the concept across.
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Concept mapping is a graphical technique to represent and understand key concepts, along with the relationships connecting them. These maps help not only to learn better, but also to think better. Professor Joseph D. Novak of Cornell University, developed the technique of concept mapping in the 1960s, based on a learning theory called Constructivism, which deems that what and how we learn depends and builds on what we already know.



Often we end up jotting down a whole lot of keywords when we learn. But when we review the information later, we end up wondering how the words are related. What does the word learning have to do with the phrase concept maps? Nodes? Links? We end up with too many holes and loose ends. Worry not. Concept mapping will make sure that this never happens again.



Why Build Concept Maps?



Whether to learn, to understand, or to think, concept maps serve as an excellent visual tool. The advantages of concept mapping are as follows:



-



Helps record and organise information and concepts, graphically relating them.



-



Makes it easier to relate new knowledge to what you already know.



-



Provides a concise and complete view of information.



-



Facilitates easy reference and recall.



-



Enables you to identify and understand relationships among the concepts; this also helps to spot and remove any knowledge gaps, and to tie up loose ends.



-



Helps fit ideas together.



-



Provides an extensible framework to which you can keep on adding information.



-



When using concept maps you can start at any point of the map and trace back to the main idea; this provides an excellent understanding of the subject.



How to Build Concept Maps?



The following is a simple technique used for drawing concept maps:
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Identify the purpose of the learning activity, and frame questions that you need to answer.



-



Start with the main concept in the centre. Draw a rectangle or oval shape in the centre of a blank page, and record the most important idea, topic heading, or key concept in that. This is the main node.



-



Move out from the centre, by entering other related concepts or sub-topics, in nodes around the main idea, connecting the nodes using directional arrows. Mark the arrows with the relationship between the nodes. These are called links.



-



Keep moving out, breaking the concept down further. It would be great if you can use a chart paper. If using notebooks, space may be a constraint. To overcome this, you can represent the main concepts (level one) on one page, then split it up, and take over the different sub-heads on to different pages.



-



The above method would result in spider maps. Alternatively, if the information is hierarchical, you can start with the most important topic on the top of the page, and move down to cover the sub-concepts. These are called hierarchical maps.



-



You can group together topics by drawing circles around related concepts.



-



If any concept requires detailed explanations, you can number it, and describe it comprehensively on another page.



-



After you finish the exercise, review to see if the method worked. Did it serve your purpose? Were you able to learn effectively? Else, modify the technique to suit your needs.
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LEARNING FROM LIFE’S LESSONS



We have seen how important learning is in a writer’s life, and have read about some important skills and tools for learning. Above all these and perhaps the most important aspect of learning that writers will face in their careers is the task of learning from and about a writer’s life itself. After all, that is what experience ultimately boils down to! So, here we learn how to make the most



“Action learning is a process underpinned by a belief in individual potential: a way of learning from our actions and from what happens to us, and around us, by taking the time to question, understand and reflect, to gain insights, and consider how to act in the future.” - Krystyna Weinstein



of experience, how to documents and learn from the lessons that life teaches.



In action learning, life is the lesson and experience is the primary tool. An effective way to learn from experience is to maintain a journal where you write down interesting experiences from your life and that of others. Difficult situations, interesting ways in which people handled problems, blunders, disappointments, successes, any event you consider worth learning from, can be chronicled. Later, analyze (individually or in a learning group) the journal entries and try to reason why you or others behaved in a certain way, why a certain course of action was taken, why an attempt succeeded or failed, how somebody handled a situation, and so on. These, I believe, will help in learning life’s lessons. They will show you how or how not to be in the future.



Here are some anecdotes from my journal. These are not entirely my experiences; they also include experiences shared by friends. Reflect on them at leisure. I believe there are lessons in teamwork and managerial skills to be learnt from them.



Disclaimer: Names, dates, and places – none of them are real; only the experiences and lessons are.
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Lesson 1 – Identify common factors and create tangible reminders



Chatterjee leads a team of technical writers. Ask him any day and he will tell you that they are as eclectic a bunch as there can be. One likes technology, another hates the computer; one loves grammar, another loves words; one keeps chasing SMEs, another shies away from intellectuals. Yet, they have one thing in common – they all love to write. Chatterjee called a caricaturist and asked him to sketch the whole team sitting together on the lawn, with pens in their hands and smiles on their faces. This sketch hangs on the wall in their workroom.



Lesson 2 – Foster creativity through fun group activities



Priyanka knows that all genres of writing involve some level of creativity; even technical writing. To stimulate her team’s creativity, she organizes exciting picnics every month. The team picks some interesting spot every time, perhaps a mountain, park, beach, archaeological excavation, heritage monument, or trade fair. They go there equipped with pen, paper and good food, and spend time lazing or roaming around and soaking in the atmosphere of the selected spot. Then, each person writes whatever comes to his or her mind. Some write poems or stories, while others write descriptive passages. At the end of the exercise, they go to a coffee shop and spend hours reading their work out loud and discussing it, just like a good old writers’ circle. And, there is nothing like teasing each other over a cup of steaming coffee. Raj had a tough time the day he wrote a romantic poem at the beach!



Lesson 3 – Encourage exploration of technology



The very phrase ‘technical writing’ suggests two components: technology and writing. Robert believes that it is important to keep updating one’s technological skills. Learning technologies and tools on the brink of a project would only mean half-baked and hurried learning. He argues that the learning curve for a project would be less steep if his team were current with the commonly used technology toys. And to achieve this, Robert set up a learning centre in his office - a room with five computers connected to the Internet.
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He installed several software tools on these computers. The room also has a collection of reference books. Robert encourages his team members to spend time at the learning centre whenever they are free.



They can download software or try those already installed, browse the WWW for learning resources, refer to the books, and explore technologies of their choice. Before logging out, they have the option of taking a computer-based test on what they learnt that day. This score is recorded, and gives them extra credits during performance appraisal. Those who take the less-trodden track and explore new, exciting technologies are encouraged to submit short write-ups on the subject, for the benefit of others.



Lesson 4 – Facilitate direct communication



Neeraja leads a technical documentation team comprised of writers, editors, designers, and so on. Whenever the project leader calls or mails her asking about any specific person’s work, Neeraja always transfers the call or forwards the email directly to the person concerned. For example, if the project leader has a doubt about the document layout, she requests that the designer take over the conversation. This encourages direct communication, and also gives each team member a sense of belonging to the larger picture. If Neeraja acts as a spokesperson and handles all communications herself, the team would feel cut off from the rest of the software development team. That apart, it also instills a sense of accountability in each team player.



Lesson 5 – Remove Ego from Teamwork



Grandmothers are wise. Vishak believes that it is his grandmother’s homespun adage that makes his team life smooth sailing. Granny always says, “Sambhar is murky because of the thaan; rasam, which does not have thaan, is clear.” This sentence has a lot of puns and Tamil words, yet it is certainly worth understanding, because the lesson is so profound.



Sambhar is a popular South Indian gravy-like dish made of tamarind puree, yellow lentils and cubed vegetables. The vegetables in the gravy are referred to as thaan. In
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Tamil, thaan also means ego. Rasam, another South Indian dish, is like clear soup. It does not have vegetables (thaan) in it.



Does the message of granny’s adage reach you now? In the absence of ego, one is always clear about things. Remove your ego and set it aside before working in a team. You can see people, situations, and issues more clearly. Most importantly, jot down and archive grandma’s words of wisdom!



Lesson 6 – Look beyond the obvious



Swami has a picture of Lord Ganesh (the elephant-headed Hindu god – see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganesh for more details) on his table. He starts every day only after bowing to this picture; not only because he is very religious, but also because he agrees with his old professor’s belief that Lord Ganesh personifies all the habits that a good manager should possess.



Lord Ganesh wears a pointed crown; similarly every manager should keep his wits sharp. His eyes are small, just like when a person focuses his view on something; every manager should have a keen eye for details. Lord Ganesh can hardly speak because he has an elephant’s trunk; a manager too should talk less and observe more. He has large elephant ears; a manager should listen more. Lord Ganesh is never portrayed in an uncomfortable position, he is always seated comfortably on his ample bottom; symbolically this means that managers should be well equipped with information so that they are in a comfortable position during any conversation. He accepts modak (sweetmeat) from his devotees and holds them in his right hand; similarly a manager should always identify the pleasant characteristics of his team members and project them first. Lord Ganesh travels on a little mouse; this is the greatest lesson to managers – they should recognize, appreciate, and make use of even the smallest talents of every team member, irrespective of their position in the organizational hierarchy.



Look beyond the obvious and glean the management wisdom hidden in every aspect of life. Lord Ganesh, a management Guru indeed!
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Lesson 7 – Humbleness earns respect



This lesson is described in first person, because it is probably the greatest lesson I have learned in life. While in college, my friend and I did our summer internship at one of the largest IT firms in Chennai, India. We worked on developing a software application for a school, and were involved in many stages of the Software Development Life Cycle. Before the college reopened, we prepared a progress report showing the various stages of the project where we were involved, the current status, and so on, in order to make it easier for the next team to take over. The company’s Vice President (VP) wished to see us because he was impressed by our work.



We were really excited. Our appointment was at 10:00 a.m., and we were there on time. The VP was 15 minutes late, because his earlier meeting with some European delegates was delayed. Imagine our surprise, when he walked out of his room, shook our hands, and apologized for the short delay. A VP talking with such humility to college students! That was my greatest lesson in life.



We need to be humble and extend all courtesies, which we expect to receive, to every other human being. Do not forget humility, however high in the corporate ladder you may reach. That will earn you more respect than any other talent you may possess.



Document the lessons learnt



Keep a journal and jot down interesting experiences, and observations about them. You could name the journal “Life’s like that” unless Reader’s Digest has that title copyrighted! Learn lessons from life and implement them. These lessons are probably more valuable than the innumerable ones you learnt right through school and college.
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